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International Youth Day 2021
Theme: Transforming food system: Youth innovation for human and planetary health
The School of Environmental Sciences celebrated the International Youth Day on 12th August, 2021. On the
occasion, a webinar was organized on theme ‘Transforming Food System: Youth Innovation for Human
and Planetary Health’ in collaboration with the JNU-ENVIS Resource Partner and the Young Holistic
(YoHo) group, SES, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
The panel included very active young researchers such as Dr. Usha Singh Gaharwar (Assistant Professor,
Swami Shraddhanand College, Delhi University), Mr. Yogendra Singh (PhD Student, SES, JNU), Ms.
Swati Pandey (BA LLB, Ram Manohar Lohia Awadh University, UP), Mr. Rafi Ahmed (PhD Student, SES,
JNU), Ms. Shruti (PhD Student, SCIS, JNU), Ms. Sandhya Singh (PhD Student, SES, JNU), Ms. Shruti
Pandey (YoHo lead & M.Sc student, SES, JNU), Mr. Manjul Panwar, YoHo lead SES, JNU, Ms. Swati
Singh, Programme Officer ENVIS, SES executed the management of the programme.
Ms. Swati Singh, moderated the panel discussion. It was attended by more than 60 participants, through
Google-Meet and Facebook Live platforms. The participants included university students, young
researchers, faculty members and youth from different parts of the country.
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Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated on the social media platform.
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Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU informally welcomed the panelists
and participants - He mentioned the importance of youth awareness and the International Youth Day. He
shared his views on how youth is playing an important role in the society as well as in research and
development. He also talked about the conception of the YoHo programme in the School of Environmental
Sciences and the role of YoHo activities and activity leaders in achieving the objectives of the theme of the
day.

Fig.2: Prof. Umesh Kulshrestha, Dean & ENVIS Coordinator, SES, JNU, India

Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, SES, JNU - Formally welcomed all the speakers and the
participants. She talked about the importance of this day and how we as youth can make a change. She
also highlighted the importance the voice of youth holds in the present time, which is also perceived by the
UN as the International youth day. She then introduced the first speaker Dr. Usha Singh Gaharwar.

Fig.3: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS
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Dr. Usha Singh Gaharwar, Asst. Professor, Swami Shraddhanand College, Delhi University – She said
that age can’t decide how young you are, it is your energy. On the inside, it is your will, it is your
commitment for betterment towards the society as well as for yourself that defines that you are youth. Youth
involvement and contribution is the pillar of the sustainable goal of any Nation or the World. She mentioned
that success is not related to how young you are or how old you are.
She said that the food system has gone to the boundary level. Agriculture is biggested (21%) GHG emitter.
Deforestation due to agriculture is the maximum biodiversity loss. A balanced and nutritious diet is required
for all of us. Today’s youth has the greatest responsibility to correct food choices. We need ways to realize
the earth's potential.
She emphasized that the voice of farmers should be heard before the introduction of hybrids etc, their voice
should be integral in policy making. Changing mindset of youth food choices, greater consumer awareness,
impact of food, food packaging and nutritional diet etc. Youth which are actively involved in policy making,
as a food expert, farmer, government, everybody have to come together, so that we can address what kind
of the food transformation is acceptable & what kind of a sustainable future as well. Half of the population is
facing the hunger problem. We are not having a good diet. We can also support the smallest food
producers, those who produce good quality food.
She urged small scale food producers to produce nutritional food. Also, seasonal food and local grown
along with smart cooking should be promoted. Youth is crucial because it is associated with two
generations. She Concluded her talk by sayingYouth has all the power to achieve the goal so you can do it.

Fig.4: Dr. Usha Singh Gaharwar, Asst. Professor, Swami Shraddhanand College, DU

Mr. Yogender Singh, PhD Student, SES, JNU - He talked about the theme of the day being the youth. It is
our moral duty to fulfill these objectives to take care of decreasing land availability, population, pollution, etc.
He mentioned that food security exists when all people at all times have physical and economic access to
sufficient, safe & nutritions food that meets their dietary and nutritional needs. According to FAO, close to
800 million people have no access to food. 60% in low in countries are food insecure.Food insecurity
negatively affects physical, mental health. Social emotional & cognitive development throughout life. Food
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security is related to sustainable development goals. Sustainable solution by their group is under Prof. UC
Kulshrestha development of modern community farming.
He mentioned community development as `cillas’ (village in city) where land is earmarked for various
activities like multistorey green buildings, parks, hanging gardens, community farming. This helps to build
socialism, environment education and health benefits.Household waste is used as compost in these farms.
He concluded by saying that young people will get in touch with agricultural experiences and children will
get attached to their values. Healthy food helps us save on our medicines.

Fig.5: Mr. Yogender Singh, PhD Student, SES, JNU

Ms. Swati Pandey, BA LLB, Ram Manohar Lohia Awadh University, U.P. – She talked about the role of
youth in fulfilling the theme of youth day. She mentioned that global efforts are needed to fulfill these
objectives. She talked about Ms. Basu and her work in agriculture. Highlighting the importance of innovation
and science and technology development in agriculture.
She concluded by emphasising that the development in agriculture needs to be customized for the local
needs and solutions should be problem specific.

Fig.6: Ms. Swati Pandey, BA LLB, Ram Manohar Lohia Awadh University, U.P.
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Mr. Rafi Ahmed, PhD Student, SES, JNU – He defined youth as per UN. He said that one in six people in
the World is a youth. World is the youngest at present time. Full and active participation of youth around the
globe is must for achieving SD Goals in 2030. According to him this day gives an opportunity to hear views
and voices of youth at global level.
Youth have expressed their views on Covid - 19 its impact on environment, health etc. Working toward an
equitable food system, which will be most sustainable and healthy. Resilience of the food system, especially
after ongoing pandemic and after maths.
He said that many food systems are fragile and about to collapse. If this happens poor and marginal people
will be more affected. Youth engagement is crucial for a sustainable food system, consumption of youth is
important.He concluded by saying let's dedicate more time, support, more commitment as a youth.

Fig.7: Mr. Rafi Ahmed, PhD student, SES, JNU

Ms. Shruti, PhD Student, SCIS, JNU – Her discussion focused on International Opportunities and
Collaborations: Bioinformatics and Agrifood industry.
She talked about Bioinformatics and Food Studying impacts of microorganisms on food, genomics and
proteomics study to meet the prerequisites food manufacturing, food handling, improving the quality and
nutritive worth of food sources, may provide possibilities for food and beverage companies focusing to
expedite ingredient discovery, studying associations between potential ingredients and their effects on
human health, storing and maintaining biological data and other resources required for food and nutritional
sciences, help in detection of allergens and ensuring the quality of flavours while maintaining its safety.
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Fig.8: Ms. shruti, PhD Student, SCIS, JNU

Ms. Sandhya Singh, PhD Student, SES, JNU – She talked about youth day being celebrated to recognise
the efforts of the global youth in enhancing the global society and achieve the sustainable development
goals. The youth plays a significant role in achieving the sustainable development goals. Youth plays a role
in different conditions. She said that youth can affect two generations. Youth Plays a significant role in
different conditions and society. She said that Indian youth continue to contribute to the global society and
enhance the global society in all the ways we can. Youth does play a significant role. Parents need to focus
on the youth and we are focusing on the youth's development for a great achievement. This can help
achieve a good nation, a progressive society.

Fig.9: Ms. Sandhya Singh, PhD Student, SES, JNU

Ms. Shruti Pandey, YoHo Lead, SES, JNU – She talked about how the food system affects
everyone and encrypts everything. Food is produced and distributed to how it is consumed. As
youth leaders and politicians we know that the role of young people in transformation is critical.
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She said that her generation's youth is the largest in history and has a valuable role to play in
making our food system more suitable.
Ms. Shruti Pandey provided a description of the Quiz, and Extempore competitions organized by
the YoHo group. She also announced the result of the Quiz Contest and Extempore competitions
winners.

Fig.10: Ms. Shruti Pandey, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU announced results online.

Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co- coordinator & Associate Prof. SES, JNU appreciated the efforts of all the
youth panelists. She said sustainability of food security needs sustainability of natural resources. She
thanked all the panelists, participants.

Fig.11: Dr. Usha Mina, ENVIS Co - coordinator & Associate Prof, SES, JNU
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Vote of Thanks was extended by Mr. Manjul Panwar, YoHo lead, SES, JNU – He thanked all the
speakers, participants, students and the faculty for making the event successful.

Fig.12: Mr. Manjul Panwar, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU.

Fig.13 : Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion.

The session came to an end with the distribution of e-certificate to all the participants. Very positive
feedback was received from the participants.

Recommendations of the Panel Discussion:
1. Youth should be encouraged to make correct food choices which are nutritious, healthy and
sustainable for the food ecosystem.
2. Farmers should be involved in all decision support and policy making in the agriculture sector.
3. Youth should be encouraged to dedicate more time, support, efforts and commitment.
4. Innovative and holistic approaches like modern community farming and sustainable goal
achievement should be encouraged in all the metropolitan cities and other towns.
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Competitions:
Online Quiz Competition:-

Quiz Competition Result:
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Online Extempore Competition:-

Extempore
Competition Result:

Webinar Live Session on the FB page: https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/4235647486516305
Webinar Video on the Official Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2-XmeLte6w
********
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